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Assumptions

• Health is much more a function of our day-to-day choices than of our 
genes, gender or age.

• Most individuals are living far below their health, fitness, performance, 
quality of life and their longevity potential.

• God has built a tremendous recovery potential into our physical body – 
a capacity to reverse many of the effects of disease, injury and disuse.

• We can extend our life expectancy and can live more years disability-free 
than is currently true in Western society.

• Scripture is our final authority for life and salvation and provides 
foundational principles, and often considerable detail, for addressing 
every major area of life - spiritual, relational, sexual, vocational, 
recreational, physical and financial.

• Fields such as medical science, psychology and anthropology are 
valuable and necessary sources of knowledge to be considered and 
applied in the light of the teaching of Scripture.
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My son, pay attention to what I say; listen 
closely to my words. Do not let them out 
of your sight, keep them within your heart; 
for they are life to those who find them and 
health to a man’s whole body. 

(Proverbs 4:20-22)
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Genetics can make us more vulnerable 
to certain conditions such as obesity, 
cancer, diabetes and heart disease, but 
in most cases, genetics must combine 
with unhealthy choices and lifestyle for 
a major disease to develop.

Session One - Becoming healthy is a choice

It is our choices more than gender, age 
or genetics that determine our health. 
With the confusing array of conflicting 
health-related information that comes 
our way via TV, radio and the printed 
page, how do we know which choices 
are the best choices? 

How much can we draw from the 
Scriptures – both the Old and New 
Testaments – and how should we apply 
what we are learning from medical 
science?
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Session One

Can my choices shape my future?

How much say do you believe you have in shaping your life, including your health?

Which of your choices have made the greatest positive impact on:

your spiritual life?

your relationships with others (including who you’ve chosen as friends, employers, mate)?

your career or work?

your health and fitness?

your self-confidence?
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Session One

Wisdom is the foundation for right (or good) 

The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom, and knowledge 
of the Holy One is understanding. For through me your days will 
be many, and years will be added to your life. If you are wise, your 
wisdom will reward you; if you are a mocker, you alone will suffer.

(Proverbs 9:10-12)

If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who gives generously 
to all without finding fault, and it will be given to him. 

(James 1:5)

Wisdom is Biblical knowledge applied to life.

Wisdom will not elude those who actively seek it.

Can my choices shape my future?
What is the number one choice you’ve made that, if you had  known then what you know now, 
you would have taken a different path?

Is there anything you need to do in the present to counteract that negative choice in the past?
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Session One

“Lay hold of my words with all your heart; keep my commands and 
you will live. Get wisdom, get understanding; do not forget my words 
or swerve from them. Do not forsake wisdom, and she will protect you; 
love her, and she will watch over you. Wisdom is supreme; therefore get 
wisdom. Though it cost all you have, get understanding.” 

(Proverbs 4:4-7)

Do not be wise in your own eyes; fear the LORD and shun evil. This will 
bring health to your body and nourishment to your bones. 

(Proverbs 3:7-8)

Wisdom brings with it good judgment (wise choices).

Wisdom is a key doorway to total health.

Name a person who has significantly benefitted by your choices:

Describe how your choices benefitted him/her:

Is there something you can do in the present to promote the good of this person?  What?
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Session Two

Living a Biblically informed life

Perhaps one of the reasons 
Christians fail to understand the 
here-and-now relevancy of the 
teaching of the Bible is that they 
confuse the words of mere men 
with the Word of God. History 
illustrates our human tendency to 
add to the Word of God, making 
it burdensome. 

Udo Middelmann says that we 
Christians have a propensity 
for adding to the law of God, 
and then going around binding 
one another’s consciences with 
what we believe to be true. 

We really have to distinguish 
between what Scripture says, 
applying sound principles of 
interpretation, and what well-
meaning believers sometimes 
claim to be the teaching of 
Scripture. 

When the teachings of men 
are mistaken for Biblical 
truth but prove unreliable and 
burdensome, a shadow is cast 
over that which truly is from 
God. Additions to the law by 
well-intentioned believers leave 
their ugly mark wherever they 
touch our lives – in areas such as 
marriage, sex, finances, vocation, 
relationships among people of 
different races, the expression 
of emotion, education and the 
cause of illness, disease and 
injury.

The presumptuous adding to 
God’s Word is a product of 
both our sinful nature and a 
naiveté born of insufficient 
study of Scripture. When we 
mistake the words of men for 
“thus saith the LORD,” we bind 
ourselves where Christ has given 
us freedom, trading the yoke of 
Christ for a strait jacket. 

Session Two - Life informed by Scripture
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The way of freedom

I will walk about 
in freedom, for I 
have sought out 
your precepts. 

(Psalms 119:45)

What does the scripture above mean to you? Do your actions contradict your beliefs? Explain.

Scripture teaches that God does not change 
and that He cannot act in a manner that is 
contrary to his nature (“For I am the LORD; 
I do not change.” Malachi 3:6, “ . . . in hope 

of eternal life which God, who cannot lie, 
promised before time began.” Titus 1:2). 
Consider, then, this line of reasoning: 

  God’s Law – those principles and rules by which we are to live 
– line up with His perfect nature. His teaching is a perfectly self-
consistent expression of Himself. He does not, indeed He cannot, 
contradict who He is. 

  We are in God’s likeness - created in His image. (Though we are 
fallen creatures in a fallen world, we still retain something of that 
likeness.) 

  To the extent that we live out the teaching of the Bible we not 
only honor Him who is our Teacher and Creator – but because we 
are created in His likeness, we promote the very best in ourselves.

The journey ahead is a Biblically based 
journey to assist you in discovering a 
Biblically informed vision for your total 
health. Health is a product of many 
things and cannot be reduced to a simple 
formula of merely participating in 
regular exercise and healthy eating.

Session Two
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Your growth in wisdom and knowledge will start with the Bible, 
God’s Word to man. Read it. Study it. Discuss it. Share it. It is 
one of the key vehicles God will use to change you.

God’s word is alive…

Teaching:

Reproof:

Correction:

Training:

Being equipped:

For the word of God is living and active. Sharper than any double-edged 
sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it 
judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart. 
(Hebrews 4:12)

How does God’s Word change you? Read the following verse 
and write what each of the purposes of scripture means to you.

All Scripture is God-breathed and is 
useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting 
and training in righteousness, so that the 
man of God may be thoroughly equipped 
for every good work. 

(2 Timothy 3:16-17)

Session Two
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Finally, brothers, whatever is true, 
whatever is noble, whatever is right, 
whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, 
whatever is admirable—if anything 
is excellent or praiseworthy—think 
about such things. 

(Philippians 4:8)

This verse not only calls us to think on these 
things, but to put them into practice. How 
are you expressing what is true, noble, right, 
etc., in your day-to-day life?

Whatever you have learned or 
received or heard from me, or seen 
in me—put it into practice. And the 
God of peace will be with you. 

(Philippians 4:9)

Select a major area of life – spiritual, relational, sexual, vocational, recreational, physical or 
financial – and describe how you have put Biblical teaching into practice.

…practice what you learn

…think about what it says
Session Two
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Consider the research - 
 interpreted within a Biblical frame

Truth is not determined by popular vote, 
and what is factual does not always fit 
what is communicated through radio, 
television, newspapers, the web and 
magazines. But when the combined 
research of medical giants such as Johns 
Hopkins, Mayo Clinic and Harvard 
School of Public Health share common 
ground on preventive measures to take 
for reducing your risk for cancer or 
heart disease – the two leading killers 
of Americans – it should grab our 
attention. 

Medical science affirms that regular 
exercise, a healthy diet rich in plant-
based foods, maintaining a healthy 
weight, reduced salt intake, sensible 
stress management and abstinence from 
tobacco will reduce your risk for heart 
disease and stroke. Lifestyle also weighs 
in heavily for the prevention of cancer. 
While each cancer site - kidney, bladder, 
breast, stomach, upper digestive tract, 
colon, cervix, pancreas, skin, prostate, 
lung and uterus – has its own specific 
set of risk factors, there are certain 
preventive measures that many of these 
cancers have in common. The short 
list for reducing cancer risk includes 
eliminating tobacco use, consuming an 
abundance of fruits and vegetables and 
engaging in at least 30 minutes per day 
of moderate intensity physical activity.

Medical science is not only identifying 
lifestyle and other measures that are 

associated with the cause and prevention 
of major disease, but it is also discovering 
some of the underlying mechanisms. 
For example, for a number of years 
it was assumed that certain levels of 
antioxidants in the body help protect us 
from cancer by preventing free radical 
damage to our DNA. A recent theory for 
how antioxidants fight existing cancers is: 

• Cancer cells need oxygen to convert 
sugar to energy

• Oxygen-starved cancer cells are able 
to survive with the aid of a chemical 
(HIF-1) which feeds on free radicals

• Antioxidants, including vitamin C, 
remove free radicals, rendering HIF-1 
ineffective, stopping tumor growth

Research from trustworthy sources, free 
from the influence of special interest 
groups, can provide guidance for 
achieving optimal health and a longer 
disability-free life. The continuous 
flow of information from these reliable 
agencies will no doubt challenge and 
overturn some of the things we currently 
hold to be factual. The good news is 
that there is enough research-based 
knowledge that we can “take to the 
bank“ - that we can really count on - 
that when put into practice will greatly 
improve our odds for a long, healthy life.
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There was a debate between two physicians 
– one had written a book asserting that there 
was no proof that exercise increased longevity; 
the other physician, Dr. Kenneth Cooper, 
stated confidently that you can add years to 
your life through sensible, regular exercise. Dr. 
Cooper, armed with years of research from the 
Cooper Institute’s Research Division, presented 
convincing evidence for the link between exercise 
and a longer life. He found, for example, that 
people in the lower 20 percent of cardiovascular 
fitness had three times the death rate of those 
in the most fit group. The Cooper research is 
corroborated by other extensive studies.  

Daily we are confronted with conflicting health 
information from the media. How do you know 
what to believe? Those who report the news are 
prone to err because they lack the training to 
properly understand the research. The headlines 
that grab our attention are often misleading 
because they do not consider the whole picture.  
Even some of the physicians who are featured 
in the media have some catching up to do 
when it comes to studying the larger body of 
scientific research. Consider, for example, the 
number of health professionals who still promote 
medication as the first line of treatment for type 
2 diabetes, when the research clearly shows that 
changes in lifestyle are safer and more effective 
for most.  (See references in next column .)

The information in this Journal is Biblically 
based and research-informed. The foundation 
combines Biblical principles, a Christian 
anthropology (a Biblical understanding of 
the nature of persons) and theology proper 
(the Biblical view of God as He is presented 
in Scripture). The research that informs this 
Journal includes both population studies and 
experimental research. A population study 

(epidemiological research) may take either 
a prospective or retrospective approach.  
Prospective studies observe a population over 
time to gauge the impact of certain factors on 
health; retrospective studies examine things that 
have already taken place in terms of their impact 
on health. In contrast, in experimental research, 
a group receives some type of intervention or 
treatment, while a comparison group (the control 
group) does not. Population studies show a 
relationship among certain factors, health and 
longevity, but experimental research lends itself 
more to proving which factors have an impact on 
our health.  

Population studies that have been considered in 
this Journal include the Okinawa Centenarian 
Study, the Framingham Heart Study, the 
China Study, the Nurses’ Health Studies 
and the Adventist Health Study. All of these 
studies show a strong relationship between 
certain lifestyle factors and disease risk. Two 
examples of experimental research are Dr. 
Dean  Ornish’s studies on heart disease reversal 
and retired Cleveland Clinic surgeon, Dr. 
Caldwell Esselstyn’s study of 18 patients with 
advanced heart disease. In the Esselstyn study, 
the 18 patients had experienced a total of 49 
cardiac events (heart attack, new heart pain, 
stroke, etc.) in the eight years prior to the study. 
The 18 adhered to a low-fat, plant-based diet 
combined with cholesterol-lowering drugs, and 
were followed by Esselstyn for a dozen years. 
During this time there was not even one cardiac 
event, and none of the heart patients’ disease 
progressed. In fact, 70 percent of the participants 
experienced regression of their heart disease.

We invite you to “do your homework” before 
applying health information from any source, 
including this Journal!
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King David writes in the 139th 
Psalm that we are “fearfully and 
wonderfully made.” Compared 
with what science has revealed, 
David had only a tiny window 
into the amazing complexity of 
the body. Yet what he did know 
inspired a sense of reverent awe 
for the Creator, and a sense of 
wonder for those whom God 
created in His own image. 
Knowing so much more, we 
should be moved to a sense of 
wonder and reverence today!

Infinitely more incredible than 
the human body is its Creator. 
We honor Him by taking good 
care of our bodies. We serve 
Him best with the abundance 
of energy that accompanies 
good health. We exercise sound 
stewardship when we are free 
to apply our financial resources 
to needs served through the 
church and community, rather 
than to the treatment of disease 
that could have been prevented 
in the first place.

I praise you because 
I am fearfully and 
wonderfully made; your 
works are wonderful, I 
know that full well. 

(Psalms 139:14)

Session Three - The wonder of the body
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The complexity of the human    
body revealed in numbers

 Red blood cells are the smallest cells in the body, with a diameter about one 
fourteenth of the width of the average human hair. There are about 25 trillion 
red blood cells in the body. The life of these cells is about 3 to 4 months, 
so they must be replaced at the rate of three million per second. Each red 
blood cell contains about 250 million molecules of hemoglobin, capable of 
transporting one billion life-giving oxygen molecules.

 Each cell is its own little universe. It includes an array of mechanisms for 
building and tearing down “roads” traversed by strange-looking, self-propelled 
vehicles that transport waste out of the cell. It contains special mechanisms for 
bringing oxygen, glucose and other nutrients into the cell. The mind-boggling 
number of chemical reactions necessary for the life of the cell are made 
possible by the 2,000 enzymes produced within the cells, some capable of 
stimulating as many as 100,000 chemical reactions per second.

 Arguably, the most amazing creation in the material universe is the human 
brain – that 2 to 4 pound organ consisting of some 100 billion neurons (nerve 
cells) and comprised of 60% fat. (We are all fatheads!) Recent scientific evidence 
suggests that the brain produces thousands of new brain cells each day, and the 
rate of production can be increased by healthy eating and regular exercise. For 
these new brain cells to stay around, they need to be engaged in new learning – 
preferably new learning that offers a challenge to the learner. 



Why take care of my body?

We are “fearfully and 
wonderfully made,” and as 
believers, our bodies are the 
temple of the Holy Spirit. We 
honor God when we are good 
managers of all that He has 

placed in our care, including our 
bodies. We simply cannot justify 
systematically destroying our 
bodies with an unhealthy life of 
abuse and neglect.
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Taking care of my body honors God

Are you satisfied with your current care of your body? Explain 
your thoughts.

Do you not know that your body is a temple of the 
Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you have received 
from God? You are not your own; you were bought at a 
price. Therefore honor God with your body. 

(1 Corinthians 6:19-20)

Session Three
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Taking care of my body puts 
me in a better place to be 
fully expressive and to serve 
God. It enables me to have 
the energy and clarity of 
mind to fulfill His calling 
across the entire spectrum of 

Why take care of my body?
It equips me to serve God more effectively

life areas – spiritual, vocational, 
relational and recreational.

We are to live biblically 
informed lives in all areas 
and, with God’s help, to be 
about the business of healing 

the brokenness in our lives. 
We live in a fallen world 
and in God’s way and in 
God’s timing, through the 
empowerment of the Holy 
Spirit, we are to be fully 
involved in restoring it.

How does your health affect your spiritual life?

How does your health affect your relationships with the special people in your life?

How does your health affect your work and/or study?

Other comments:
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Consider the cost of diabetes, for example. Type 2 
diabetes is largely preventable and can be reversed in a 
great percentage of cases through changes in eating and 
exercise habits! The Web MD Diabetes Health Center 
reports the following: 

• In 2006 – The cost of treating diabetes complications 
in the U.S. was estimated at $22.9 billion. 

• Three out of five people with type 2 diabetes have at 
least one other serious health problem related to their 
disease. Common complications of type 2 diabetes 
include heart disease, stroke, eye damage which can 
lead to blindness, kidney disease and vascular (blood 
vessel) problems that can lead to foot amputation. 

• The cost of treating the complications of diabetes 
averages $10,000 per patient per year, with patients 
paying nearly $1,600 of that out of their own pockets.

Taking care of my body 
promotes better health 
and fitness, enabling me to 
apply financial resources 
for building up the family, 
the church and community 
rather than for the treatment 
and management of 
preventable, lifestyle-related 
disease and injury.

Why take care of my body?
It enables me to use financial resources for ministry

What are the needs or 
causes that you would like 
to support financially, if 
you had the resources?

If you had unlimited financial resources, what would you do with your riches?



Session Three
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What are the rewards?
Check the benefits of taking care of your 
body that are most important to you and 
add your own to the list.

Which benefit do you consider most important? Why? 

My son, pay attention to what I say; listen 
closely to my words. Do not let them out 
of your sight, keep them within your heart; 
for they are life to those who find them 
and health to a man’s whole body. 

(Proverbs 4:20-22)

 More energy

 Better problem-solving skills and 
short-term memory

 Children do better academically

 Children miss school less

 Students at all levels perform better.

 Better performance and productivity

 Promotes longevity and longer 
disability-free lives

 Greater immunity to disease

 Fewer days off work

 Feel better

 Other:

Did you know?
Consuming a healthy diet, in combination 
with regular exercise to maintain a healthy 
weight can help lower the risk of certain 
cancers, heart disease and type 2 diabetes.
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We are created in God’s image
We are to be image-bearers.

To live intentionally in a way that 
violates our body is to show contempt 
toward the One in whose image we are 
created.

What does it mean to me to be    
created in the image of God?

Then God said, “Let us make man in our image, 
in our likeness, and let them rule over the fish 
of the sea and the birds of the air, over the 
livestock, over all the earth, and over all the 
creatures that move along the ground.” So God 
created man in his own image, in the image of 
God he created him; male and female he created 
them. 

(Genesis 1:26-27)
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But now you must rid yourselves of all such 
things as these: anger, rage, malice, slander, 
and filthy language from your lips. Do not lie to 
each other, since you have taken off your old 
self with its practices and have put on the new 
self, which is being renewed in knowledge in the 
image of its Creator. 

(Colossians 3:8-10)
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Exercise for Body/Brain Fitness
 Aerobic - walking, cycling, swimming,  . . .
  
 Strength exercise - weights, bands, . . .

 Muscular power - explosive exercise (e.g.,               
        jumping, throwing, sprinting)
  
 Flexibility - stretching, range of motion
         
 Skilled movement--balance, coordination 
        and agility (e.g., racquet sports, martial arts,           
        dance, gymnastics)

 Brain exercise - any new and challenging          
        learning activity 

Sleep
 7 to 9 hours of restful sleep; awake refreshed

 Get to bed at a reasonable hour

Nutrition
 Meals and snacks primarily consist of lots of fresh  
       fruit and vegetables; beans and legumes; whole   
       grains; healthy oils; nuts and seeds

 I go light on processed foods, meat (especially red  
       meat and processed meat), sweets, and fast foods

Life Themes
Spiritual Life
    
   Regular expression through daily study and     

prayer, and through regular worship with fellow 
believers; 

   I know what I believe and why

Relationships
     
   I have a trusted friend whom I see regularly, and 

with whom I am open and honest 
     
   I find the time & quality of time needed for the     

 special people of my life

   I make wise relationship choices

Vocation/Avocation
 
  My work is satisfying, and consistent with my       

interests and abilities

   I apply some of my talents in the voluntary           
service of others

   My work does not consume more time than it   
should

 

Recreation
  
   I take regular and sufficient time for enjoyable  

recreation that restores my energy and renews my 
spirit

Closure

  I have no unresolved past issues that significantly 
impact on the continuing present--issues accompa-
nied by continuing guilt, shame, fear, hurt, anger, 
grief, hopelessness, or disillusionment

Accurate, Positive Core Beliefs

   E.g., I can impact my future through my choices; 
every person has value; God is sovereign; there 
are absolute standards of right and wrong; I am 
appropriately self-confident 

INSTRUCTIONS 

• Review the descriptive items under Body and 
Brain Fitness, Nutrition, Sleep, and Life Themes.  

• Check the box to the left of any item  for an area in 
which you are doing well.  

• For an unchecked item, evaluate how important 
that area is to you.  

• Of the unchecked items on the entire page, rank 
from 1 to 3 the three that you are most willing to 
work on to improve. (Number to left of the box.)

• Reflection:  For each unchecked item that you 
identified as important, how motivated are you to 
take steps toward improvement?

A Look at Self
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TOTAL

HEALTH

The plot thickens – your choices and God’s sovereignty 
The Bible, with abundant clarity, teaches that God impacts our lives. Two truths are 
taught in parallel fashion throughout the Bible: 1) God is sovereign – in control of 
human history, orchestrating His plan of salvation, intimately involved in changing 
the hearts and lives of sinful people and, 2) we make very real choices that shape 
our lives and the lives of others. How God can be in control and, at the same 
time, our choices make a difference is a mystery that is not explained in Scripture.                
As Dr. Francis Schaeffer once said, “The Bible states both, and walks away.” 

Mental

Bo
dy

/B
ra

inSpiritualHealth =
All 3 dimensions
working in unity, 
and in harmony

with behavior and 
thought

Session Four - What is health?

Health is not the absence of disease. 
Health is not the absence of 
something… but rather is the presence 
of something very positive. Health is 
the totality of who we have been created 
to be.

Your thoughts and actions - interacting 
with your essential nature, moral nature, 
genetic makeup and your environment 
- shape body/brain, mental and spiritual 
health; your overall health, in turn, 
impacts your thoughts and actions.
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For each of the dimensions of health defined below, identify where you are currently.

Physical health (Body/Brain)
You are physically healthy to the extent that all bodily organs and bodily systems are 
structurally sound and working optimally in harmony with one another as they were designed 
to. You are physically fit to the extent that proper sleep, rest, nutrition and progressive physical 
exercise equip your bodily systems – nervous, cardio-respiratory, digestive, genital/urinary, 
endocrine and musculoskeletal – to function and perform at optimal levels.

Mental Health
You are mentally healthy when: 
• You have full capacity to exercise personal freedom in all areas of life, consistently choosing 

to behave in a manner that promotes your well-being and the good of others
• Your feelings and expression of emotion fit your circumstances
• You have an accurate perception of yourself, your life and your world

Spiritual health
You are spiritually healthy when you have a vital and growing relationship with God through:
• Trusting in Jesus Christ alone for salvation
• An ever expanding knowledge of God and the Bible
• Knowing, first-hand, His forgiveness and love 
• Having daily fellowship with Him 
• Being motivated by a sense of gratitude for what Jesus Christ has done on your behalf, with 

a heart-held commitment to follow the teachings of Christ and God’s leading in your life

Poor ExcellentGood

Poor ExcellentGood

Poor ExcellentGood
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What is my risk for major disease?
Don’t settle for being normal - take charge of your health! 

  To be “normal” in the United States is to die from entirely preventable disease and 
to spend the last 10 to 12 years of your life with some form of disability.   Disability 
in the latter decades of life may be due to major disease, but more often it is from a 
sedentary lifestyle resulting in loss of muscle and bone strength.   

  The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention claims that 50% of medical costs could 
be eliminated if people would take charge of their health by making responsible choices.

For each category below, mark an X on the bar to indicate your measurements.  
Note:  As you move from YELLOW to PINK to RED areas on the scale, your risk for major disease 
increases.  For example, 
• a 35 year old with a blood pressure of 135/85 and a BMI of 29.9, has 2.1 times the average heart 

attack risk and 2.5 times the risk for stroke. 
• a blood pressure of 150/90 and a BMI of 40 raises the heart attack risk to 3.8 times average and 

stroke risk to 4.8 times average.  
Your risk is even greater if you have high numbers for waist (40” for men; 35” for women), blood 
sugar (100 or higher); cholesterol and triglycerides; and markers for inflammation (high sensitivity 
C-reactive protein) and PLAC score (a newer blood test to identify plaque buildup in arteries).  
Website on blood pressure:  http://www.americanheart.org/presenter.jhtml?identifier=3027275#  
To a great extent, your numbers are determined by your lifestyle choices - as represented in your 
responses to the items in the exercise on page 19.

BMI (go to the web for a calculators for BMI - enter your height and weight)

Systolic Blood Pressure

Diastolic Blood Pressure

95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 165

16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 

 55       60                        70                        80                        90                        100                       110 
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• Exercise - the body was made 
to move!

• Nourish your body

• Get regular, sufficient sleep

• Build strong, enduring 
relationships

• Fulfill your calling with the gifts 
God has given you

• Take time for recreative 
expression

• Grow in intimacy with God 

• Unload burdens from the past

• Challenge false beliefs and 
develop sound foundational 
beliefs

What shapes our health?
  Health is a function of many things
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Our bodies are made for movement
Is there a Biblical case for a 
lifestyle that includes exercise?  
The answer is a resounding 
“yes!”  As discussed earlier 
(Session Three), there is a 
strong case for taking care of 
your body, and regular physical 
activity is essential for body 
and brain health.

The Cooper Institute, based 
upon 35 years of research, has 
found that people could extend 
their life expectancy by six 
to nine years by engaging in 
regular exercise. 

Studies have suggested that 
regular, moderate exercise can 
reduce the risk for stroke by 
20 percent; breast cancer by 25 
percent; diabetes by 30 percent; 
dementia by 30 percent; 
colon cancer by 35 percent; 
and fractures from falls by 40 
percent. 

The American College of 
Sports Medicine and American 
Heart Association call for a 
minimum of 30 minutes, five 
days per week of moderate 
aerobic exercise, plus two 
sessions per week of eight to 
10 strength-training exercises, 
eight to 12 repetitions each.

This is a reasonable investment 
of time because the return on 
investment is more beneficial 
sleep, better digestion, higher 
mental function, reduced risk 
for disease, illness and injury, 
greater work productivity and 
generally, more energy to do all 
the things we love to do. 

Aim a few notches above the 
norm for exercise, and reap 
even greater benefits: Include 
aerobic activity, strength 

training (progressive resistance 
training) and stretching in your 
weekly routine.

The ideal exercise program 
reaches beyond the minimal 
recommendations.  If you are 
overweight or have diabetes, for 
example, the recommendation is 
for 60 to 90 minutes of exercise 
daily.  The ideal program is six-
dimensional, and includes brain 
exercise.

About the pages to follow:  

Six dimensions of exercise are presented - aerobic, muscle 
and bone strength, muscle power., range of motion, skilled 
movement and brain exercise.

For each dimension there will be

• a brief description. 

• a chart with recommendations; a “what if?” if you don’t 
do this form of exercise; and what is to be gained by 
engaging in that dimension of exercise.

• a checklist of types of exercise for a particular dimension.  
For each activity in the checklist:                          
 m CIRCLES - check the circle beside an activity  
  if you have engaged in it before    
               BOXES -  check the box beside an activity if you  
      intend to engage in it in the future.  

Session Five - Exercise
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Aerobic activities improve your 
stamina and help you manage your 
weight.  Interval training (light to 
moderate alternated with intense) 
is best for weight loss. A minimum 
recommendation for aerobic exercise 
is 30 minutes per day, 5 days per 
week.   If you are just beginning an 
exercise program, start with a 2 to 4  
felt level of intensity on the “rating of 
perceived exertion” scale (far right).         

m          Aerobics class        5 Low impact

m          Aerobics class     10 Intense

m          Badminton       4.5 Social

m          Basketball       8 Game

m          Bicycling       4 Leisure; < 10 mph

m          Bicycling       8 12-13.9 mph

m          Bicycling     10 Mountain; BMX

m          Canoe, kayak       7 Moderate

m          Dancing       5.5 Folk, square

m          Golf                       4.5 No cart

m          Handball    12  

m          Jog/run                      8 12 minute mile

m          Jog/run                    12.5 8 minute mile

m          Martial arts    10 

m          Pilates                       6 

m          Racquetball       7 Casual

m          Rollerblading     10 Vigorous

m          Rope jumping        8 Slow

m          Rope jumping     10 Moderate

m          Rowing                        3.5 Light

m          Rowing                                 8.5 Vigorous

m          Open water  diving 7 No current

m          Skating, ice/roller 7 General

m          Skating, ice/roller 9 Fast

m          Skiing, X-country 8 Moderate

m          Skiing, downhill 6 Moderate

m          Soccer                                  7 Casual

m          Stair climbing                 8

m          Strength training 8 Circuit

m          Swimming                 8 Slow crawl

m          Swimming              10 Fast

m          Tennis                                6 Doubles

m          Tennis                                8 Singles

m          Trampoline                3.5  

m          Volleyball                4 Recreational

m          Volleyball                8 Competitive

m          Walking                3.5 20 min. mile 

m          Walking                4 15 min. mile

Exercise: Aerobic activity

AEROBIC EXERCISE If I don’t . . . If I do . . . 

Recommended exercise: Aerobic 
exercise (e.g., walking, hiking, 
bicycling, cross-country skiing, 
swimming)

Loss of 10% of aerobic capacity for 
each decade after age 30; loss of 
stamina; greater risk for dementia, 
cancer, heart disease, diabetes, etc.

Through a vigorously active life-
style, loss of only 2 1/2% of aerobic 
capacity per decade.  Reduced risk 
for disease.

0 – Nothing at all                       
0.5 – Just noticeable                     
1 – Very light   
2 – Light   
3  – Moderate      
4 –  Somewhat heavy  
5 – Heavy       
6     
7 – Very heavy      
8        
9          
10 – Very, very heavy

You will notice that an intensity 
number follows each aerobic activity 
listed below.  That number refers to 
the energy demands (oxygen utilized 
and fuel burned) for an activity.  It is 
not to be confused with the rating of 
perceived exertion scale.  Example:  
An activity rated at 12 requires 3 
times the energy of an activity that 
is rated at 4.     
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Exercise: Strength training
Exercise to build or strengthen 
your muscles involves either 
working out with weights or 
working your body against gravity. 
Doing pushups, in which you are 
lifting your body weight off the 
floor, is an example of using your 
own body weight. So is vigorous 
walking. Strength training makes 
it easier to do everyday chores 
such as carrying laundry or 

m          Vigorous walking (limited impact on strength)
m          Weight machines or free weights
m          Stair climbing/step aerobics
m          Resistance bands
m          Landscaping (digging/shoveling)
m          Dancing/Jazzercise 
m           Jumping (as in dance, martial arts, tennis)
m          Exercise ball 
m          Pilates; yoga-type exercises
m          Water exercises (moving against resistance of the          

 water)
m           A wide variety of exercises that use body weight   

 only - pushups, pull-ups, wall-ball squats, one-  
         legged squats, rise-on-toes, stair climbing on hands  
 and toes; descending stairs on hands and toes.

m          Other:

Choose from the list below some strength increasing activities 
you think you might enjoy and add some of your own. 

groceries. Additionally, as you 
build muscle, you will burn more 
calories. Exercise that strengthens 
your muscles also strengthens 
your bones. 

Resistance exercise should 
begin with an adaptation phase 
to prevent injury and facilitate 
progress and it should be 
progressive, allowing you to 

increase strength until you reach 
your maximum potential or goal 
strength.

Note:  Avoid lifting exercises 
for the first 30 minutes after 
getting up in the morning.  Wait 
till you’ve been up and around a 
while.  Your spinal discs are more 
hydrated from lying in bed for 
many hours, which increases the 
risk for compression injury.

Did you know?
Weight training helps slow the 
negative effects of aging such 
as decrease in mobility, joint 
instability, loss of calcium in 
bones and loss of muscle tissue. 

Session Five

STRENGTH EXERCISE If I don’t . . . If I do . . . 

At least two total body strength 
training sessions each week - bands, 
cables, weights, specified machines 
(some are not safe for the back)

Loss of muscle mass and strength 
(25% loss by age 65), and loss of 
bone mass (increased fracture risk); 
slower metabolism with weight gain.

Maintain or even increase muscle 
mass, with improved strength; 
improved insulin sensitivity; reduced 
fracture risk. 
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Exercise: Stretching
Stretching helps your body to work 
better:  When done daily, it increases 
range of motion, lengthens muscles, 
and increases the production of 
both elastic proteins and lubricating 
molecules.  Exercises for body 
alignment (e.g., posture, and 
correct hip and shoulder position) 
will improve function and help 
to prevent deterioration of the 

m          Static stretches - hold a stretch    
        position for  a   designated number of  
        seconds (typically 15 to 30 seconds)

m          Assisted stretches  - another person   
         applies gentle pressure at the end of                   
 the range of motion

m          Ballistic stretches - you rapidly move   
        through full range of motion to feel     
        the  recoil of the muscles and tendon  
        (CAUTION -  not recommended for  
        the non-athlete, some stretches may be  
        injurious - e.g. ballistic trunk rotations)

m          Pilates

Session Five

m          PNF stretches (an assisted muscle stretch,  
        followed immediately by working the     
        stretched muscles against resistance)

m          Stretches for musculoskeletal align-        
        ment and pain reduction    (E.g., an       
        effective exercise program designed by            
        Pete Egoscue, author of  Pain Free.    He             
        has clinics across the country overseas

m          Other:

             For further instruction – refer to the   
       videos for the Health Initiatives web site:   
       MyChristianCare.org

STRETCHING EXERCISE If I don’t . . . If I do . . . 

Recommended exercise:  Static 
stretches, assisted stretches and 
stretches for alignment

Loss of range of motion; increased 
risk for injury-related-pain; excess 
wear in the joints; limitations in 
activity

Reduced risk for injury; capacity 
to participate in a wider range of 
activities

spine, the knees and the hip joints.   
Together, stretching and body 
alignment exercises will help you to 
remain injury-free while you enjoy a 
wide range of activities. 
Notes:   

                                                                                       1)  The lower back is more about 
stability than flexibility,  so exercise 
to increase lower back endurance and 

strength; stretch the lower back to 
the extent of your range of motion in 
your daily and sports activities. 

2) Stretching just before a sports 
competition may increase the 
likelihood of injury from joint laxity, 
and hinder performance.  

3)  Stretching worked muscles 
between sets of a strength training 
exercise quickly restores the muscle 
to its normal length, and shortens 
recovery time for the next set.
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Exercise: Power
Power training is designed 
for developing the explosive 
strength that is required for 
jumping, kicking, throwing, 
sprinting and a host of other 
athletic activities that combine 
speed with maximum strength.  
Power exercises include such 

Session Five

exercises as medicine ball 
throws, jump squats, ballistic 
sit-ups, and cleans. Plyometric 
training involves a special 
form of power exercise in 
which the muscle is loaded 
in a lengthening contraction, 
followed immediately by 

a shortening contraction.  
Gymnasts who “stick” a landing 
have trained for this kind of 
power. Power training, especially 
plyometrics, should not be 
attempted until the athlete has 
conditioned for an extended 
period in strength training.

POWER EXERCISE If I don’t . . . If I do . . . 

Recommended exercise:  After an 
extensive period of comprehensive 
training engage in plyometric 
training

Falling short of strength potential; 
increased risk for injury in sports 
activity; greater fall risk in latter 
decades of life

Potential to participate in a wider 
range of activity with a reduced risk 
for injury

m           Jumping (as in dance, martial   
        arts, tennis)

m           Throwing (as in softball, or        
         medicine ball training)

m           Swinging motion (as in tennis,  
         softball, golf )

m           Kicking, punching (as in Tae  
        Bo, kickboxing,  martial arts) 

m           Sprinting
m           Plyometrics (training for work  

         and sports activity that require  
         rapid, explosive movement)

m           Other:



Exercise: Skilled movement
movement we make, from 
doing cartwheels to walking 
on uneven surfaces. Skilled 
movement activity, because it 
improves balance, coordination 
and agility, will help you to 

maintain a high functional 
capacity throughout your life.

Skilled movement exercises 
improve your kinesthetic 
sense – the ability to know 
where your body is in space 
during motion. Kinesthetic 
sense is required for every 
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SKILLED MOVEMENT If I don’t . . . If I do . . . 

Recommended exercise:  Any 
activity that requires balance, 
coordination or agility

Reduced capacity to participate in 
a wide range of activities across the 
lifespan; increased fall risk in the 
latter decades of life

Enjoyment of a higher functional 
and performance capacity across 
the lifespan; greater brain potential

m           Dance 
m           Gymnastics 
m           Racquet sports 
m           Martial arts 
m           Balance training 
m           Golf
m           Agility drills
m           Team sports basketball,   

 lacrosse, baseball, etc. 
m           Skiing, snowboarding
m           Other:
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According to Dr. Nussbaum, primary 
contributors to brain health include 
socialization, strong spiritual life, good 
nutrition, regular exercise and stimulating 
learning activity.  Areas of brain 
function include language, visual/spatial, 
concentration, memory and executive 
function.  Viewed from a slightly different 
angle, some of the areas of intelligence you 
can enrich include musical, artistic-spatial, 
linguistic (reading, writing, speaking), 
interpersonal, logical-mathematical, and 
bodily-kinesthetic (skilled movement).

Several decades ago, my university department 
head said to me, “You are born with only 
so many brain cells, and from birth on you 
begin to lose them.  The brain is not capable 
of generating new cells.  That’s OK though, 
because you have plenty of brain cells . . . “

Current research now shows this distinguished 
professor and experimental psychologist to 
be quite wrong.   Clinical neuropsychologist, 
Dr. Paul David Nussbaum, and other brain 
health experts attest to the fact that the brain 
is indeed capable of producing new brain cells.  
You are capable of positively impacting your 
brain health and performance over your entire 
life - regardless of your age.

Brain exercise

BRAIN EXERCISE If I don’t . . . If I do . . . 

Recommended exercise:  Novel and 
challenging learning plus aerobic 
exercise

Reduced cognitive function and 
greater risk for dementia, including 
Alzheimer’s

Maintain high cognitive function 
across the entire lifespan; reduced 
risk for dementia or later and 
slower onset of dementia

m           Parlor games that challenge         
      the mind - (E.g., Soduku, Bridge) 

m           Puzzles 
m           Problem-solving 
m           New, challenging activity in      

 any single or in two or more   
 combined areas of intelligence

m           Academic studies 
m           Web-based brain exercises (E.g.,        

      www.fitbrains.com)
m           Other:
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Exercise: Investing your time wisely
Dr. Kenneth Cooper, the father of the aerobics 
movement, and the founder of the Cooper 
Aerobics Center and Institute in Dallas, was 
asked, “Dr. Cooper, what is the best form of 
exercise?”  His answer:  “The kind you are willing 
to do.”

Of course, if you engage in activities you enjoy, 
you are more likely to stay with your exercise 
program.  Scheduling a variety of activities on 
different days throughout the week can keep you 
motivated, work all of your muscle groups, and 
diversify your skills.  

Parents and grandparents:  Do you have a young 
athlete in your family?  Research, combined with 
the success of athletes in our nation and those in 
other nations, suggests that the earlier years of 
training should be comprised of experience in a 

wide range of diverse activities, gradually working 
toward more specialized training as they mature.  
This approach, called translateral training, leads 
to a lower burnout rate, fewer injuries, more years 
of rewarding competition and a later peak in 
performance.

To ensure your success, set specific times for 
exercise, and consider an interval or intermittent 
approach.  With intermittent training you can 
vary the intensity of your workout each session.  
For example, in walking, swimming, biking or 
jogging you vary the pace.  Short on time?  You 
can achieve greater efficiency - better results with 
less time spent weekly - if you engage in activities 
that span two or more of the six dimensions of 
exercise.  The photos below represent some of the 
activities that draw from two to six dimensions.  
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What does Scripture teach 
about nutrition?  While there 
is no “Biblical diet” as such, 
Scripture does provide insights 
and guidelines for healthy 
nutrition, and prescribes 
boundaries for the freedoms 
we enjoy.  For example, the 
overconsumption of food and 
alcohol that is common today 
runs counter to the teaching of 
Proverbs.
The current drift of science is 
toward advocating a diet that 
consists primarily of whole, 
nutrient-dense, plant-based 
foods – of special importance 
f o r  t h o s e  w i t h  k n o w n 
cardiovascular disease, pre-
diabetes, type 2 diabetes or 
history of stroke.  Has history 
come full circle?  Consider the 
following quote from Genesis 
1:29:  “Then God said, ‘I give 
you every seed-bearing plant on 

the face of the whole earth and 
every tree that has fruit with 
seed in it. They will be yours 
for food.’ “
Add the 6th century B.C. Old 
Testament narrative:  Daniel, on 
behalf of himself and his friends, 
successfully petitioned the king’s 
steward to be allowed to put 
aside the king’s delicacies and 
instead to consume vegetables 
and water.  “And at the end of 
ten days their features appeared 
better and fatter than all the 
young men who ate the portion 
of the king’s delicacies.”  
Just because something is 
permitted by God does not 
mean that it is wise to exercise 
the full limits of that freedom.   
Paul, in his first letter to the 
church at Corinth puts things 
in perspective:   
You say,  “I have the right to do 

anything.”  Paul responds:  “But 
not everything is beneficial.”
You say,  “I have the right to do 
anything.”  Paul says, “But not 
everything is constructive.”  
He goes on to say that we are 
free to enjoy a very wide range 
of foods without incurring guilt: 
“Eat anything sold in the meat 
market without raising questions 
of conscience, for, ‘The earth is the 
Lord’s, and everything in it.’ If an 
unbeliever invites you to a meal 
and you want to go, eat whatever 
is put before you without 
raising questions of conscience.”                                                 
(I Corinthians 10:23-27)
The question is not whether a 
particular food is permitted, but 
rather ,  “Is it wise to consume 
it?” --at least with the frequency 
and in the large portions 
characteristic of western nations.   

Session Six - Nutrition
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- 33 -You may make photocopies of this page

 Total servings - above the red line

INSTRUCTIONS - 
1.  Choose a typical day to complete a food log.  
(You may make extra copies of this page. Consider 
logging 2 week days and one week-end day, be-
cause we tend to eat more on weekends.)
2.  In the larger space next to a food category, 
make a short slash mark (l) for each serving of 
food consumed that day.  Use a cross slash for 
the 5th mark in any category  l l l l .
3.  At the end of the day, total the number of 
slash marks in each category, putting the total in 
the smaller space for that category (i.e., next to 
the black circle).
4. In the box above the red line (to the right), 
enter the grand totals for the day for all of the 
above the red line categories; enter the grand 
totals for all of the below the red line categories 
in the lower box with the circle.

INTERPRETING YOUR RESULTS - 

In general, the healthier food items are in the 
upper half of the circle - i.e., they are above the 
red line.

Compare your above-the-red-line scores with the 
below-the-red-line scores.  Would you say that 
you are consuming a health-producing diet and a 
diet that adds years to your life?

What would you change?  On page 37 enter 
slash marks in the various food categories to 
indicate your future eating habits.

 Total servings - below the red line

My eating habits
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The Harvard Pyramid

The Fuhrman Pyramid
Daily exercise and weight control

Whole grain foods • Healthy plant oil

Vegetables in abundance • Fruits

Nuts, legumes

At most meals2-3 times/day1-3 times/day0-2 times/day

Use sparingly!

Fish, poultry, eggs

Dairy or calcium
supplements

Red meat, butter, 
refined foods, sweets

Session Six

In January 2005, the USDA published the Dietary Guidelines 
for Americans. This USDA interactive tool can be accessed at 
www.mypyramid.gov

The Harvard School of Public Health says the USDA 
pyramid, called MyPyramid, is flawed, noting that it 
“continues to reflect the tense interplay of science    
and the powerful food industry.”

PEACHES

GRAINS VEGETABLES MEAT & BEANSMILKFRUITS

The USDA Pyramid

Note the abundance of 
vegetables, fruits, and whole 
grains in the Harvard 
pyramid, and that exercise 
and weight control are on 
the foundational level.

Dr. Joel Fuhrman (drfuhrman.
com) is one of the nation’s 
leading experts on lifestyle 
interventions for disease 
prevention and reversal.
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Eating healthier
The following chart outlines the recommended nutritional guidelines and outside limits for various 
health-related goals.  Indicate your goal(s) by checking the appropriate item(s):
 Weight loss and waist reduction - large waist circumference is a significant health risk

 Disease reversal – cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes; _______________________ 

 Multiple health risk reduction – decrease risk for major disease by reducing or  
   eliminating risk factors such as high blood pressure, elevated total cholesterol, LDL        
   cholesterol, low HDL cholesterol, elevated triglycerides, elevated blood sugar, large waist        
   size or being significantly overweight; or a complex of risk factors consisting of three or      
   more markers that predict greater risk 

 Health and function – for already healthy persons who desire optimal health/function 

 Peak performance – for recreational or competitive athletes who strive to be the best   
   they can be in an activity or sport

Nutrition Guidelines
Eliminate or severely limit intake of trans fats, trans fats substitutes, refined flour, red meat, 
processed meat, refined sugars, alcohol, artificial sweeteners, additives, caffeine, added salt

Health 
Goal

Plan I
100% whole 
foods - 
vegetables, fruits, 
legumes, nuts, 
limited whole 
grains and oils

Plan II
100% whole 
foods - 
vegetables, fruits, 
legumes, nuts, 
whole grains and 
oils

Plan III
Whole foods - 
with 10% or less 
of daily calories 
(max. 300) from 
animal source 
foods

Plan IV
Whole foods 
- with 11-15% 
of daily calories 
(max. 400) from 
animal source 
foods

Plan V
Whole foods 
- with 16-25% 
of daily calories 
(max. 500) from 
animal source 
foods

Typical Western 
Diet - Significant 

part of diet 
consists of 

processed foods 
and animal 

source foods

Weight loss/
central obesity

Disease reversal 
- cardiac and 
type 2 diabetes

Multiple health 
risk reduction

Health and 
function

Peak 
Performance

Preferred Acceptable Questionable Not recommended DeadlyKey:

Session Six
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Approaches to eating
A really bad diet – the Standard American Diet  
         (appropriately abbreviated as SAD)
The Standard American Diet includes a large percentage of calories from animal products – high in 
saturated fats and cholesterol, plus a significant amount of calories from sugary drinks and desserts 
and processed foods (such as white bread and white rice). This diet is high in trans fats, salt and 
unhealthy preservatives, and very low in fresh fruit and fresh and cooked vegetables. This diet is 
killing a lot of Americans prematurely and has a significant part in the type 2 diabetes epidemic 
that is upon us. For information on this diet, just observe your friends and neighbors as they eat.

A better diet – the ADA and AHA recommendations
The diets recommended by the American Diabetes Association and American Heart Association will 
slow the progression of heart disease and the complications of type 2 diabetes, and are superior to the 
SAD diet. These diets will not typically reverse heart disease or type 2 diabetes. For more information, 
go to the websites for the ADA (www.diabetes.org) and AHA (www.americanheart.org).

A still better diet – Harvard School of Public Health
The Harvard School of Public Health nutritional approach is based on current research, without 
the influence of the food industry. It is similar to a range of diets that emphasize consuming lots of 
fresh fruits, cooked and raw vegetables, whole grains, nuts and seeds. Healthy oils are also included 
in this plan. The amount of meat and dairy in this plan is less than that represented in the current 
USDA food pyramid. Red meat is especially limited. For more information, go to www.hsph.
harvard.edu/nutritionsource/what-should-you-eat/pyramid (refer to page 34).

Diets for disease reversal – Dr. Fuhrman, Dr. Ornish
Fuhrman and Ornish have documented rather dramatic reversal of major disease in many of their 
patients. Both advocate a whole food, plant-based approach to eating. For more information, go to 
www.drfuhrman.com and www.hsc.wvu.edu/wellness/ornish (refer to page 34).
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 Total servings - above the red line

Repeat the exercise from page 33, this time 
indicating how you plan to eat in the coming 
days, months and beyond.  What changes are 
you committing to?  Log what you expect to 
be typical food portions for one day.

The water content of your foods, plus tem-
perature, humidity and the amount of activity 
in your schedule, will determine your water 
needs.  Therefore you may need less than the
6 to 8 glasses per day that is 
commonly recommended.

 Total servings - below the red line

My future eating habits

You may make photocopies of this page
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The importance of sleep
We are a sleep-deprived 
people. Sleep-deprived men 
and women shave years from 
their life expectancy, are more 
prone to illness and accident, 
have decreased immunity, 
show a decrease in the release 
of growth hormones and fall 
below their potential in work 
productivity.

Studies have shown that 
driving is as impaired in a 
sleep-deprived person as it is in 
a person under the influence of 
alcohol. 

Getting quality sleep is key 
to maintaining good health. 
It’s impossible to effectively 
manage stress when you’re 
tired. Proper sleep is critical to 
brain function.

Long-term sleep deficits affect 
your reaction time, judgment – 
even your short-term memory 
and vision. Tired people 
experience more moodiness, 
aggressiveness and, here’s a 
surprise: more stress. This is one 
cycle you need to get off. 

How many hours per night do you sleep?  Do you sleep well?  Do you wake up 
refreshed?

Session Seven  - Sleep
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Good sleep leads to good health
A person getting regular, 
sufficient, restful sleep will 
generally awaken refreshed 
and rested each morning after 
passing through the normal 
cycles of sleep during the night. 

Most adults require at least 
eight hours of sleep each night; 
some of us require a little more. 
However, more than nine hours 
of sleep is associated with 
poorer health. 

The notorious alarm clock 
awakens most of us before we 
have gotten the sleep we need. 
Most people stay up too late, 
missing those hours before 
midnight which have the most 
restorative potential.

While we sleep . . .
 Injured tissue heals more rapidly. 

 Muscle tissue “injured” during strength training is 
repaired and muscle size increases. 

 Cell division is faster while we sleep – the cells of the 
skin, intestinal lining and blood are constantly being 
replaced. Erythrocytes are the red blood cells, and we 
have about 25 trillion of them. Red blood cells have 
a lifespan of only three to four months, so they are 
replaced at a rate of three million every second! 

 Liver processes speed up. 

 Your brain is at work transferring what is stored as 
short-term memory to long-term memory. 

 Your central nervous system is rejuvenated. 

 Output of growth hormone is increased.

I will lie down and sleep in peace, for you 
alone, O LORD, make me dwell in safety. 

(Psalms 4:8)

People who sleep less 
than six hours or more 
than nine hours a night 
have a higher incidence of 
type 2 diabetes.

Session Seven
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Sleep Cycles Stage 1 (Drowsiness)
When you first fall asleep, you are in Stage 
1 sleep (Drowsiness). Stage 1 lasts just five 
or 10 minutes. Eyes move slowly under the 
eyelids and muscle activity slows down. You 
are easily awakened during Stage 1 sleep.

Stage 2 (Light Sleep)
Next, you go into Stage 
2 sleep (Light Sleep). In 
Stage 2, eye movements 
stop, heart rate slows 
and body temperature 
decreases.

Stages 3 & 4 (Deep Sleep)
Then you enter Stages 3 and 
4 (Deep Sleep). During Stages 
3 and 4, you are difficult to 
awaken. People who are 
awakened during Deep Sleep 
do not adjust immediately 
and often feel groggy and 
disoriented for several minutes 
after they wake up. Children 
may experience bedwetting, 
night terrors or sleepwalking 
during Deep Sleep.

REM (rapid eye movement) Sleep
At about 70 to 90 minutes into your sleep 
cycle, you enter REM Sleep. You usually have 
three to five REM episodes per night. Your 
eyes jerk rapidly in various directions under 
your eyelids, thus the name REM Sleep. First 
sleep cycles each night consist of relatively 
short REM periods plus long periods of 
Deep Sleep. Through the night, REM Sleep 
periods increase in length; Deep Sleep 
decreases. Toward morning, nearly all sleep 
time is in stages 1, 2 and REM.

Stage 3, then stage 
2 repeats, prior to 
the REM stage.

The sleep cycle is repeated four 
to five times throughout the night.

Session Seven
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Some ways to promote a good night’s sleep
 Avoid caffeine, alcohol and tobacco 
 Do engage in exercise, but not close to 

bedtime 
 Regular aerobic exercise during the day 

can help you to sleep more restfully 
 Don’t eat close to bedtime 
 Keep your room very dark; don’t even 

allow the light on your clock or DVD 
 Go to bed and get up at the same time, 

including weekends 
 Avoid late night TV 
 Avoid watching TV programs that are 

emotionally-charged before going to bed 
 Keep the bedroom for sleep and 

intimacy, not for work or study (or 
settling disputes) 

 Identify specific worries and determine 
the next day’s plan for resolving them; 
commit to praying for each area of 
concern 

 Get a comfortable bed and sheets 
 End the day in private worship – a time 

for meeting with God through reading 
passages from Scripture and talking to 
Him in prayer 

 Avoid over-the-counter sleep aids 
 Resolve personal issues – there is a 

saying: “A clear conscience is a soft 
pillow.” 

 Trust in the Lord with all your heart, 
soul, strength and mind

Good sleep (continued)

Choose from the list above some strategies you think might help you to get a good night’s 
sleep. Try a different one every night for a week and write about your results.

My son, preserve sound judgment and 
discernment, do not let them out of your sight; 
they will be life for you, an ornament to grace 
your neck. Then you will go on your way in 
safety, and your foot will not stumble; when 
you lie down, you will not be afraid; when you 
lie down, your sleep will be sweet. 

(Proverbs 3:21-24)
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Intimacy with 
other people 
People were made for people – to know, enjoy and serve 
one another. In Genesis, chapter two it says, “And the 

Lord God said, ‘It is not good that man should be 
alone; I will make him a helper comparable to 
him.’” 

Here is Adam, lacking nothing in himself, 
placed in the perfect setting of the Garden. He 
has fellowship with God unhindered by sin. 
Yet for this man, Adam, it is not good for him 
to be alone. Adam’s response to the woman 
reflects a need which could only be filled by 
a peer – an equal – a person in the image of 

God: “At last, this is bone 
of my bone and 
flesh of my flesh.” 

We are 
incomplete apart 
from community, 
apart from vital, 

growing, intimate 
relationships with 
other people. This 
is the image of the 
person throughout the 
Scriptures and clearly 
evidenced in current 
scientific research. 

Session Eight - Relationships
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Who are the 5 or 6 most special people of your life?

Pleasant words are 
like a honeycomb, 
Sweetness to the 
soul and health to the 
bones. 

(Proverbs 16:24)

As iron sharpens iron, so 
one man sharpens another.

(Proverbs 27:17)

Session Eight

After each name,  indicate in parentheses how many hours/
week you typically spend together (not including  texting, 
emails and social networking).

(              )
(              )
(              )
(              )
(              )

(              )

Name the person with whom you have                                                     
the deepest or strongest relationship:  

What sets this relationship apart from every other 
relationship, and how do you contribute to one               
another’s well-being?

Assess your special relationships
One of the most powerful 
passages in the Scriptures that 
describes the communion of 
intimacy between two people is 
found in the Book of Samuel. 
This verse defines the deep, 
interwoven bond between 
Jonathan and David.

regard for self. 

Every man, woman and child 
has an overwhelming hunger 
for this depth of intimacy.

The souls of Jonathan and 
David are described as being 
knitted together. This resulted 
in their willingness to be 
vulnerable with one another. It 
also brought forth a sacrificial 
love that placed higher regard 
for the other person over the
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We were made for community
Throughout the Bible people are portrayed as 
people in a community. For example, the family is 
the fundamental unit that God establishes in the 
beginning of human history. Family and community 
fulfill a need which was built into the nature of the 
man and woman as God created them.

Keep in mind:
• Infants who are insulated from 

regular human contact fail to thrive 
and soon die. 

• Children born prematurely, in 
intensive care, when stroked and 
touched for significant periods each 
day, are less prone to infection and 
fare better developmentally. 

• Children with inadequate human 
interaction and contact are more 
prone to illness and fall behind 
developmentally. 

• Adolescents – even if surrounded by 
people day-to-day – are more at risk 
for depression and suicidal thoughts 
and acts if they feel there is no one 
they can openly talk with when the 
need arises. 

• Adults who are isolated from others 
have a significantly higher all-cause 
death rate than those who are not 
isolated from others. 

• Christians whose childhood years 
were characterized by interpersonal 
isolation – by a lack of intimacy with 
parents or a close friend – are more 
prone to doubt God’s acceptance 
of them, i.e., to not be assured of 
their salvation. It is as if their line of 
reasoning, if it could be verbalized, 
would be something like this: “If I 
haven’t experienced the love and 
intimacy with people I can see 
and touch, how can I know and be 
assured of the love of God, whom I 
can neither see nor touch?” 

Name one relationship that is important to 
you, but is broken or dysfunctional.

In addition to prayer, is there something God 
would have you do to initiate healing in the 
relationship?  What?  (If a relationship is 
especially complicated or hurtful, it may be 
wise to seek help from a competent counselor.

Session Eight

“If your brother sins against you, go and 

show him his fault, just between the two 

of you. If he listens to you, you have won 

your brother over. But if he will not listen, 

take one or two others along, so that 

‘every matter may be established by the 

testimony of two or three witnesses.’ If 

he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the 

church; and if he refuses to listen even 

to the church, treat him as you would a 

pagan or a tax collector. (Matthew 18:15-17)
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with whom
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Growing your special relationships

“A child arrived just the other day; he came to the 
world in the usual way. But there were planes to 
catch and bills to pay. He learned to walk while I 
was away. And he was talkin’ ‘fore I knew it…”

– from Harry Chapin’s
Cats in the Cradle

Describe a person with whom you can be completely open 
and who holds you accountable in your day-to-day life.  

Is there a special relationship for which you have some 
“catching up” to do?  What is your plan?

Nurturing your special 
relationships requires:

• Spending one-on-one 
time.

• Knowing details about 
the lives of your 
special relationships in 
order to pray in a well-
informed way.

• Not allowing barriers 
to come between you.
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We were made for meaningful 
work. The model presented in 
Scripture is that our vocation 
or calling characteristically 
fits the way in which God has 

made us – our work is to be a 
self-consistent expression of 
our talents, aptitudes, gifts and 
passions.

What are your  strongest 
abilities or potential 
abilities (aptitudes)?

Whom did God call to accomplish the task of building the temple? There were laborers 
with strong backs: “Solomon selected seventy thousand men to bear burdens, eighty 
thousand to quarry stone in the mountains, and three thousand six hundred to oversee 
them.” There were also chosen gifted artists and craftsmen along with timber cutters from 
Lebanon that were recruited to work on the temple because there were no skilled timber 
cutters in Judah or Jerusalem: 

“Therefore send me at once a man skillful to work in gold and silver, in bronze and iron, in 
purple and crimson and blue, who has skill to engrave with the skillful men who are with me in 
Judah and Jerusalem, whom David my father provided. Also send me cedar and cypress and 
algum logs from Lebanon, for I know that your servants have skill to cut timber in Lebanon; 
and indeed my servants will be with your servants, to prepare timber for me in abundance, 
for the temple which I am about to build shall be great and wonderful. “

(2 Chronicles 7-9)

Whom did God call to be the 70 elders to work alongside Moses? It 
was “men of reputation” – people who had demonstrated qualities of 
maturity and judgment:

“I am not able to bear all these people alone, because the burden 
is too heavy for me. If You treat me like this, please kill me here and 
now—if I have found favor in Your sight—and do not let me see my 
wretchedness!” So the LORD said to Moses: “Gather to Me seventy 
men of the elders of Israel, whom you know to be the elders of the 
people and officers over them; bring them to the tabernacle of meeting, 
that they may stand there with you. Then I will come down and talk with 
you there. I will take of the Spirit that is upon you and will put the same upon them; and they 
shall bear the burden of the people with you, that you may not bear it yourself alone.” 

(Numbers 11:14-17)

Session Nine - Vocation
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Vocation – occupation – job
Let’s distinguish between 
vocation, occupation and job.

Vocation or calling is me, 
who you are – your talents, 
gifts, passions, interests and 
personality characteristics that 
can be expressed in your work. 
Your vocation is always intact.

Occupation is the particular 
line of work you engage in for 
your vocation. It has a label – 

homemaker, artist, musician, 
craftsman, tradesman, laborer, 
educator, politician, physician, 
psychologist, scholar, writer, 
theologian, pastor, etc. Your 
occupation is your title or 
“handle.”

Your job is the particular focus 
and setting for your work. 
You can lose your job, yet your 
occupation and vocation still be 
intact.  For a season you may 

have to commit to a job that is 
not your preference. Your job is 
defined by what you do - not 
always by who you are.

Ideally, vocation, occupation 
and job all line up. Family and 
peer pressures, insecurity, need 
for status and recognition and 
pursuit of wealth, however, can 
throw us off track. 

What is your vocation (i.e., primary passion combined with your best aptitudes?

What is your current occupation?

What is your current job?

Our work should be 
a call from God - in 
accord with how he 
has made us.
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Choosing a vocation
Do you want to know God’s 
will for your life in the area 
of work? Then, know yourself 
– your aptitudes, talents, 
personality, passions and 
enduring interests. All types 
of work have their toilsome 
dimensions, but overall, joy 
and satisfaction are found in 

work that is a good fit, and 
done out of a love for God, in 
His service, and with a spirit of 
gratitude. 

It is important to note 
that every vocation is to be 
offered as service to the Lord. 
In Scripture, there is no 

distinction between secular and 
sacred in the area of work. It 
is true that those with certain 
responsibilities and roles will 
be judged by a higher standard 
(e.g., the teacher – James 3:1), 
but the homemaker, laborer, 
artist and physician can all 
work to the glory of God. 

How has your work enhanced or negatively impacted your total health?

And whatever you do, do 
it heartily, as to the Lord 
and not to men, knowing 
that from the Lord you will 
receive the reward of the 
inheritance; for you serve 
the Lord Christ. 

(Colossians 3:23-24)
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Do you think you’ve missed 
your calling? It may be that 
your doubts are born of the 
promptings of the Accuser, 
rather than the promptings of 
the Holy Spirit.

The question to ask is, “Are 
you dissatisfied?” If your work 
does not line up with your 
talents and interests, it is quite 
possible that you are to find 
an honorable way to change 

direction so that you are more 
in line with the way in which 
God has made you.

Pray fervently, dream boldly, seek 
feedback from those whom you 
trust and who know you well, 
examine yourself through the 
window of things you have done 
well and enjoyed in the past, and 
survey what is out there in the 
world of work – until God gives 
you a new way to go.

In the meantime, continue to 
do what you do with energy 
and integrity “as unto the Lord” 
for this is pleasing to Him. 

Imagine! 
Suppose with the wave of your hand, you could be instantly 
equipped for absolutely any type of work in the world. You 
would instantly have all of the necessary skills, knowledge, 
degrees, certifications and licensures that may be required. 
What would you choose to do? Why? (Your choice is a 
window into your interests and passions, so how would 
you apply it to your actual life in the present?)



One day in seven . . .
Rest is associated with the 
Sabbath - God created the 
heavens, the earth and all 
living things, and then He 
rested.  The Sabbath is rooted 
in creation, and upheld in the 
4th commandment (note that 
Exodus 20:11 refers back to 
creation).  In the early church, 
one day in seven was set aside 

as a special day of worship, 
celebration of Jesus’ resurrection, 
and for rest.  

It is no surprise that the quality 
of our worship, celebration 
and rest on that special day 
is strongly influenced by 
the quality of our lives and 
fellowship with God during the 
preceding 6 days.  

Note the Scripture reference 
to the left.  Not only did God 
make provision for rest for man 
and beast – one day in seven, 
but also rest for the land - one 
year in seven. 

- 50 -

Six years you shall sow your 
land and gather in its produce, 
but the seventh year you shall 
let it rest and lie fallow, that 
the poor of your people may 
eat; and what they leave, the 
beasts of the field may eat. In 
like manner you shall do with 
your vineyard and your olive 
grove. 

Six days you shall do your 
work, and on the seventh day 
you shall rest, that your ox 
and your donkey may rest, 
and the son of your female 
servant and the stranger may 
be refreshed. 

(Exodus 23:10-12)

Session Ten - Recreation
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Take time to rest
God is not arbitrary. His law is 
a self-consistent expression of 
His perfect nature, and His law 
beautifully corresponds to how 
we are made.

His teaching is a yoke that 
fits. God commands that we 
rest – it is more than a piece 
of friendly advice. If we go 
against God’s teaching, we not 
only violate Him but we violate 
ourselves.

While we have a built-in need 
for periods of rest from our 
labors, the application of the 
concept goes beyond one day 
in seven. Common experience 

and current research confirm 
that we do well to rest daily, in 
the midst of our work and at 
the end of each work day. 

Many of us run on a daily high 
dose of adrenaline which, over 
time, will cause damage to our 
bodies.  

There is an old saying, “All 
work and no play makes Jack 
a dull boy.” It is also true 

that all play and no work 
will eventually leave one 
with a sense of emptiness 
– the 25 cent word for it is 
ennui (pronounced än-’wE), 
meaning a feeling of weariness, 
dissatisfaction or boredom. 
There needs to be a balance of 
work and recreation if we are to 
fulfill God’s calling and to be 
equipped to serve effectively.

Studies have shown that even a 20-minute, restful 
break during the workday will break the cycle of 
adrenaline buildup and help us to avoid consequent 
injury to our bodily organs. 

Do you take time on a regular basis to do things that you just love to do?  yes  no

List what you love to do and how you feel when you take the time to do it.
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What are some “dream blue sky” things I would love to do?

Extended rest
And then there are vacations 
– those extended times of rest 
each year that we are supposed 
to find restorative. It doesn’t 
make sense that a vacation 
should be a stressful, whirlwind 
experience that takes several 
days (or longer) to recover 
from. Careful, thoughtful 

planning is in order when 
scheduling a vacation.

Extended leave: Some 
employers have a policy of 
allowing their staff to take an 
extended period – six months 
to a year - for a sabbatical leave. 

Many school districts, for 
example, allow a staff member 
to take six months to a year 
off, at half salary, after six years 
of service. A person who takes 
advantage of the policy may 
have that much more to give 
when he or she returns to the 
formal workplace.
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My plan for rest and recreation.

When it comes to rest, it can 
be active rest. We can select 
from a wide range of things 
we love to do that restore our 
energies and that are edifying.

There may be some other 
things in your life that feel 
compelling, but they are not 
really necessary.

Dr. Francis Schaeffer recalls 
from Scripture that King David 
wanted to build the temple. 

God said he was not to build 
the temple; his son, Solomon 
was to build it. He was only to 
begin gathering materials for it. 
To build the temple was a good 
thing; however, “For David to 
build the temple would have 
been a well-intentioned act of 
disobedience.”

How many “good” things are 
you and I involved in that are 
not what God has called us to? 
Maybe God would have you 

jettison some good things, in 
order for you to accomplish 
His things.

Are you taking the time you 
need for recreation - daily, 
weekly, yearly? 

About saying no

Some ideas for ‘resting 
on the go’
• Experiment with one day 

off… or two days off.

• Go for a walk over your 
lunch hour.

• Stretch your arms and 
legs in-between phone 
calls.

• Close your eyes for five 
minutes and put yourself 
in a happy place.

“Most of the time I don’t have much fun; the rest of the time I 
don’t have any fun at all.”

Woody Allen

If this statement describes you, you are long overdue for a change! 



Intimacy with God
Matthew, then age 4, and I 
were getting into the car to 
drive to a restaurant. I looked 
over at him and, as he pulled 

the door shut with both 
hands, he turned toward 
me with a big grin and 
said, “Dad, I really like 
it when just you and me 
go someplace.”

 That reminded me that 
the best gift I have to give 
my children is . . . myself. 
Amazingly, there is a parallel 
here with God, and what He 
wants most from me – He 
wants me. God, who lacks for 
nothing; God, who is perfect 
and complete and content 
within Himself - delights in 
our fellowship with Him.

Where are you on your 
spiritual journey? Are you 
just beginning to come to the 
realization that there is a God 
who is interested in you? Are 
you wrestling with some tough 
issues or questions? Have you 
wandered away from a prior 
commitment to God? Are you 
in a place of strength?

- 54 -
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Identify people in your life that have been either positive or negative influences on your 
spiritual journey, and describe experiences that have brought you to your current place.

The path you have associated with your timeline is your spiritual journey. If you are going to 
progress in this journey to total health, you must come to the realization that knowing God 
personally and intimately is a foundational requirement.

Thus says the LORD: “Let not the wise man 
glory in his wisdom, Let not the mighty man 
glory in his might, Nor let the rich man glory 
in his riches; But let him who glories glory in 
this, That he understands and knows Me, That 
I am the LORD, exercising lovingkindness, 
judgment, and righteousness in the earth. For 
in these I delight,” says the LORD. 

(Jeremiah 9:23-24)

Place a mark (7) to indicate where you are on this spiritual timeline.
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It has been said that we have 
a “God-sized vacuum” inside 
us. There is a paraphrase 
of Ecclesiastes 3:11 in the 

What have you put in the space in your life that only God can adequately fill?

Amplified Bible that says, 
“There is a sense of eternity 
in Man’s heart which nothing 
under the sun, but only God, 
can satisfy.” 

But there is a serious problem 
here - even if we did seek out 
God on our own initiative, 
there is a great barrier between 
us and God. 

We are sinful creatures; the 
Creator God is holy and 
cannot simply overlook sin. 
The great question of human 
history is, “How can a sinful 

man or woman, guilty before 
a holy God, become not 
guilty?” And how can I cross 
what, humanly speaking, is an 
unbridgeable chasm between 
myself and God? 

The answer is that God has 
provided the means – a way 
so amazing and unexpected 
that no human being could 
have ever anticipated it. In fact, 
Scripture speaks of the plan of 
salvation as a mystery which, 
in God’s timing, was revealed 
to us.

In Him we have redemption through His blood, the forgiveness of sins, 
according to the riches of His grace which He made to abound toward us 
in all wisdom and prudence, having made known to us the mystery of His 
will, according to His good pleasure which He purposed in Himself . . .

(Ephesians 1:7-9)

Only God can fill the void
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There is a God. He has a Son. He loves you. He 
died for you on the Cross. He desires to restore 
purpose and sanity to your life. And through 
placing your faith in Him, He will change you.

Birth of faith
Now faith is the substance of 

things hoped for, the evidence of 

things not seen. 

But without faith it is impossible to 

please Him, for he who comes to 

God must believe that He is, and 

that He is a rewarder of those who 

diligently seek Him. 

(Hebrews 11:1, 6)

. . . for it is God who works in 

you both to will and to do for His 

good pleasure. 

(Philippians 2:13)

Explain the role of faith in your life today.

Tell God in your own words, “If You are real, show Yourself to me,” or “I believe in You but need 
You to build my faith.”

Faith that removes our guilt 

assumes the obvious: that God 

exists and that Jesus Christ – God 

incarnate – has entered human 

history.
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Birth of faith (continued)
One must also believe that 
Jesus is who He (and the Bible) 
says He is: “and every spirit 
that does not confess that Jesus 
Christ has come in the flesh 
is not of God.” (1 John 4:3) 
But intellectual assent – i.e., 
merely believing in your head 

that these things are true is 
insufficient: “You believe that 
there is one God. You do well. 
Even the demons believe – and 
tremble!” ( James 2:19) And 
even Satan himself knows 
precisely who Jesus is. 

A faith that entirely removes 
our guilt and applies the 
sinless perfection of Christ to 
our account is summarized in 
the full meaning of the word 
believe from Jesus’ own words 
in John, chapter 3. 

For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, 
that whoever believes in Him should not perish but have everlasting 
life. For God did not send His Son into the world to condemn the 
world, but that the world through Him might be saved. 

(John 3:16-17)

After reading John, chapter 3, what are your thoughts about the meaning of the word 
believe?
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Do I believe?

Walking through the door of faith to begin 
a relationship with God is just the beginning. 
In this and the following pages are four 
familiar and essential ways of growing in our 
relationship with God.

Jesus’ call to believe means that…

 I acknowledge my guilt before a holy God.

 I understand that I can do nothing to earn my way to God: I am absolutely helpless 
to remove my own guilt.

 I acknowledge that Jesus Christ, who is without sin, took the punishment for my sin 
upon Himself when he died upon the cross.

 I accept the free gift of what he did as payment in full for my sin and that His 
righteousness was “credited to my account.”

 I commit on a heart level to follow Jesus, who was raised to life, as my Savior and the 
Lord of my life.

Write a prayer below to affirm your commitment or recommitment to following Christ.
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Essentials for spiritual growth…
Spending one-on-one time with God

Inspiration from Auca

Like our human-to-human relationships, 
our relationship with God has to be nurtured 
through spending unhurried time with him on 
a regular basis via reading what he has to say in 
His Word, and through talking with Him – i.e., 
prayer.

Prayer’s common ingredients include praise of 
God, confession of specific sins, expression of 
gratitude and requests on behalf of ourselves 
and others. Without this one-on-one 
fellowship with God, in spite of how many 

“spiritual” things we participate in, we become a 
mere religious shell.

If I were playing the role of the devil’s advocate, 
I would do everything in my power to prevent 
people from spending regular, intimate time 
with God each day.

Martin Luther said that he spent an hour at the 
beginning of each day with the Lord – except, 
that is, on really busy days when he spent two 
hours!

Many years ago I met Auca, a missionary 
woman in her 70s at a leadership training 
retreat. I walked into the main lodge early one 
morning and saw her off in a corner of the 
lodge, reading and praying.

I approached her when she was finished and 
asked how long she had been doing that – 
meeting with the Lord in the morning.

She said that she had made a commitment at 
a Christian camp as a teenager to spend the 
first part of each day with Him.

I asked how she had done over those years, 
because this was an area of discipline that I 
had struggled with.

She said, “I’ve never missed a day.”

Do you plan to set aside one-on-one time with God each day? If so, how can you ensure 
that this will happen?
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Essentials for spiritual growth…

We need to worship and 
fellowship with other 
believers. Participation in the 
life of the church is critical 

About community – the place of the cast of thousands
for having a vital and growing 
relationship with God. 

Sometimes a person is hurt 
by someone in the church and 

withdraws from participation: 
“I don’t need to go to church 
to worship God,” they say. The 
church building is not what is 
so important; we can gather 
in a magnificent cathedral 
or a home church. However, 
we will be spiritually 
undernourished if we 
withdraw from fellowship and 
worship with other believers.

Name a person who has been instrumental in promoting your growth as a person. How 
did he or she contribute?

What place do others have in helping you grow spiritually?

And they continued steadfastly in the apostles’ 
doctrine (teaching) and fellowship, in the breaking 
of bread (taking communion) and in prayers.

(Acts 2:42)

“Not forsaking our own assembling 
together, as is the habit of some, but 
encouraging one another; and all the 
more as you see the day drawing near.”

(Hebrews 10:25)
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Essentials for spiritual growth…

Study is also critical for 
spiritual growth. We are to 
know what we believe and 
why we believe it. Christian 
books can be helpful (or 
not), but they should not 
take the place of a diligent 
study of the Scriptures.

Study!
The Psalmist says that “his 
delight is in the law of the 
Lord, and in His law he 
meditates day and night.”

Peter in the New Testament 
says, “Be prepared to give a 
defense when anyone asks you 

for a reason for the hope that 
is within you.” (I Peter 3:15)

How do you know that what you believe is true?

If you could be face-to-face with the Apostle Paul, what question would you ask?

What resources for the study of the Bible are available to you?

Your word I have hidden 
in my heart, That I might 
not sin against You. 

(Psalms 119:11)
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Essentials for spiritual growth…

We need to live Biblically 
informed lives; we need 
to apply and put into 
practice what we learn from 
the timeless teaching of 
Scripture.

Dr. R.C. Sproul once said 
that it is inevitable that we 
sin; but individual sins are 
not necessary.

As Scripture says, God 
always provides a way 
of escape when we are 

Knowledge turned into action
faced with temptation. 
What is important is that we 

consistently seek to know and 
follow what Christ teaches.

What areas of Christian teaching do you find most difficult to put into practice?

For bodily exercise profits a little, 
but godliness is profitable for all 
things, having promise of the life 
that now is and of that which is to 
come. 

( 1 Timothy 4:8)

As you therefore have 
received Christ Jesus the 
Lord, so walk in Him, rooted 
and built up in Him and 
established in the faith, as you 
have been taught, abounding 
in it with thanksgiving. 

(Colossians 2:6-7)

I once conducted a survey among the members of a 
church. It was a computer-scanned survey and each 
person’s responses were kept confidential. I was given 
permission to report to the church’s ruling body how 
the members had responded as a group.

One of the items on the survey was, “There is one area 
of my life in which I repeatedly struggle and fall short of 
what God commands.”

I reported to the body of church elders that 93% of 
those surveyed said yes to that item. One of the senior 
elders abruptly spoke up and said,  “And the remaining 
7% are liars!” 



About traveling light
Unresolved issues from the 
past – accompanied by hurt, 
anger, shame, guilt, fear or grief 

– siphon off our energy and 
impact our attitudes, thoughts 
and behaviors in the present.

It is no secret that our health is 
also negatively affected by lack 
of closure.

What’s in the bag?
Picture Santa Claus with a large bag 
of toys on his back. 

Now picture yourself. How great 
is the load you are carrying and 
what’s in the bag? We can become 
burdened with many things in life. 
Jesus says that we are to take it 
one day at a time, without being 
anxious about tomorrow.

But it is not just the worries 
of tomorrow that most of 
us carry; it is also the lack of 
closure for past issues that 
weigh us down. 
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Sometimes a sign of a need for closure is overreacting to situations where your behavior 
is way out of proportion to the situation at hand. Does this describe you?   yes    no… 
Explain your answer.

Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, 
for tomorrow will worry about its own things. 
Sufficient for the day is its own trouble. 

(Matthew 6:34)

Session Twelve - Lack of closure
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Name a trustworthy counselor or pastor that is equipped to help you find a path for healing 
of significant emotional wounds. 

Name persons in your life who have inflicted emotional wounds in you for which you have 
experienced complete healing.

Name persons in your life who have caused emotional wounds in you that have not yet 
healed completely. What steps could you take to promote healing?

Name a person that most likely has unhealed emotional wounds inflicted by you. What steps 
could you take to promote healing?

There is an old saying that 
states, “Time heals all 
wounds.”  But time, by itself, 
will heal neither a serious 
physical wound nor a deep 
emotional wound. Even with 
the body’s amazing built-in 
capabilities for promoting 
healing, it sometimes takes 
the intervention of modern 

medicine and/or God’s 
supernatural intervention in 
order for physical healing to 
be effected. Deep emotional 
wounds – for which there 
are no automatic, built-in 
mechanisms for true healing 
– deserve thoughtful and 
prayerful attention. As a 
medical professional can 

Healing emotional wounds
intervene to facilitate physical 
healing, sometimes a pastor or 
counselor can be an invaluable 
resource in helping one to 
find God’s way for emotional 
healing. Left unattended, 
emotional wounds poison one’s 
life and relationships and wreak 
havoc on the body. 
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Are you carrying anything in your “bag” that needs to be resolved?   yes    no

If so, is this unresolved issue guilt you are carrying or is it an issue for which you need to ask 
forgiveness? Explain.

If you believe you 
have a deep, infected 
emotional wound, do 
one of the following: 
• Talk to your spiritual 

leader or pastor

• Go through a specific 
program on healing 
emotional wounds 
such as the Restoring 
Relationships Journal by 
Dominic Herbst and 
published by Sonrise 
House Publishers

• Ask for and experience 
God’s forgiveness

Moving toward closure

A merry heart does 
good, like medicine, 
But a broken spirit 
dries the bones. 

(Proverbs 17:22)

Achieving closure by taking 
steps to address past challenges 
can be a complex matter. While 
God provides a way for what 
Dr. Francis Schaeffer referred 
to as “substantial healing in 
the life of the Christian,” it 
is a process that may require 
a significant investment of 
time and often the help of 
a competent counselor. Our 
intent here is to draw attention 

to our need for closure and to 
present a frame of reference 
for beginning the process of 
identifying and resolving past 
issues. Our discussion here 
will be limited to just two 
major themes - guilt and anger. 
Unresolved guilt or anger can 
wreak havoc in our lives and 
take a toll on our health.

Anger

Guilt

Session Twelve

- 66 -
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God forgives
Jesus says that there is no 
condemnation for those who 
are in Him. His work on the 
cross, His resurrection, His 
righteousness imputed to us 
means we are free.

Nothing remains to be paid off; 
God’s forgiveness is complete 
and there is nothing we could 
possibly add to what Christ has 
done.

If you have asked for 
forgiveness then He has 
forgiven you and you need not 
continue to carry guilt around 
in your “bag.” You can be free 
to move toward total health.

My prayer for forgiveness:

My prayer for restoration:

“For if you forgive men their 
trespasses, your heavenly 
Father will also forgive you. 
But if you do not forgive 
men their trespasses, 
neither will your Father 
forgive your trespasses.” 

(Matthew 6:14-15)

“Come now, and let us 
reason together,” Says the 
LORD, “Though your sins 
are like scarlet, They shall 
be as white as snow; Though 
they are red like crimson, 
They shall be as wool.” 

(Isaiah 1:18)
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God forgets your sin
God not only forgives our sin, 
He forgets our sin as well – i.e., 
He no longer charges our sin to 
our account.

He has wiped the slate clean. 
God sees us as clean because 
Christ’s perfect righteousness 
has been credited to our 
account.

God’s forgiving ways may be 
difficult for us to grasp, not 
only because of the magnitude 

of sin when measured against 
the Holiness of God, but 
because it is so foreign to what 
we experience in day-to-day 
relationships.

So typical is the attitude, “I can 
forgive, but I can’t forget.” In 
the 15th Psalm we read that 
the mature man “does not take 
up a reproach against a friend.” 

That is, he does not remind 
him of past sins repented. 

With just a look or a single 
word we can remind others 
of past failures. We are not to 
accuse those whom God has 
forgiven, and we are not to 
accuse ourselves when Christ 
has forgiven us. 
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There is 
therefore now no 
condemnation to 
those who are in 
Christ Jesus, . . .

(Romans 8:1)

“. . . For I will forgive 
their iniquity, and their 
sin I will remember no 
more.” 

(Jeremiah 31:34)
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Anger
Unresolved anger can wreak 
havoc on every system in the 
body. Like guilt, anger also 
disrupts relationships and 
inhibits intimacy.

Consider four Biblically based 
assertions that provide a 
framework for managing anger 
in the face of evil including 
injustice: 

 Anger can be an appropriate 
response to evil 

 God is absolutely sovereign 

 God is just and will work 
justice in accord with His 
own timetable 

 God is gracious and merciful 
– while we were yet enemies 
of Christ, He died for us 

Anger: When is it appropriate?
The teaching of the Apostle Paul (writing with Christ’s 
authority), the life of Jesus and the many references to the wrath 
of God all indicate that anger is not inherently wrong. Indeed, in 
some circumstances, it would be wrong not to be angry.

Even justifiable anger, however, can be wrongly managed, 
becoming ugly and destructive.

God is sovereign
God is in control. Nothing is by mere chance. While God is not the author of evil, even the 
evil acts of men and women He limits and directs to His glory and to the building up of His 
people. We read in Romans 8:28 that God causes all things to work together for good to those 
who love Him.

While God is not capable of evil, there is a very real sense in which the injustice that comes 
into your life is an assignment from God - an assignment that you are to accept, rather than 
shaking your fist and saying, “Why me?” This is not to say that you are to greet evil with passive 
compliance. In many instances God would have you muster all the resources you can rally in 
order to actively fight injustice. Scripture says that the Son of God appeared in order to destroy 
the devil’s work (1 John 3:8). You are commissioned to continue the work of Jesus in destroying 
the works of the devil, overturning the consequences of sin in the world. 

Once you have done all that God calls you to do, and you 
still find no resolution, you are to let go and turn the matter 
completely into His hands alone. We are to go on with our lives, 
devote our energy to redeeming the present and look to the 
future. We are not to waste our time fretting over the past. 

“BE ANGRY, AND DO NOT 
SIN”: do not let the sun go 
down on your wrath, nor 
give place to the devil. 

(Ephesians 4:26-27)

A man’s heart plans his 

way, But the LORD 

directs his steps. 

(Proverbs 16:9)
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Anger (continued)

God is just
The One who rules the universe has also promised to work justice. 
Even when things are not made right, I can count on God to take care 
of business in His own time.

It may not be worked out even in my lifetime, but God’s promise of 
justice will not be broken. Having used up every God-appointed means 
for dealing with an injustice and still not being satisfied, I then give the 
matter over to God who judges with complete fairness.

God is merciful and gracious
The One who has promised to work justice has satisfied the demands of justice on your behalf.  
Consider what Christ has done for you. When you placed your trust in Him, through God’s grace 
you received mercy – rather than what you deserved. 

Are you grateful for what Christ has done on your behalf ? It was “while we were yet sinners, 
Christ died for us.” Surely this should temper the way in which you respond to those who have 
hurt you. 

Describe the one injustice - in your life, or in the world in general - that has been the 
greatest challenge for you.

How would you apply the Biblical teaching on God’s sovereignty, justice and mercy to it? 

Beloved, do not 

avenge yourselves, but 

rather give place to 

wrath; for it is written, 

“VENGEANCE IS 

MINE, I WILL REPAY,” 

says the Lord. 

(Romans 12:19)
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Is your perception reality?
What we believe and how we 
think will, to a great extent, 
determine the course of our 
lives – whether we will be at 
peace or anxious; happy or 
miserable; experience the sweet 
smell of success or the bitter 
taste of repeated failure; even 
whether we live or die. This is 
an inference we can draw from 
the written Word of God - the 
Old and New Testaments - 
and backed by experience. Our 

A homeless man climbs into a train car and pulls the door shut, realizing too 
late that he has just locked himself in the refrigerator car. Hours later, when a 
member of the crew slides open the door he finds the man’s lifeless body and 
sees a message scratched onto the wall: “Help me, I’m freezing to death.”

The homeless man, as it turns out, had locked himself in a refrigerator car 
that was not turned on – the temperature was not sufficient to cause death 
by hypothermia. He believed he was freezing to death and… he died.

Sixteen of 17 elderly women die after moving to a home for the aged – eight 
within four weeks and eight more within 10 weeks. 

Sixteen women died believing they no longer have the freedom to shape 
their lives, and that the home for the aged symbolized that there was nothing 
worth living for. 

Examples of the ‘Power of Thought’

beliefs and thought patterns 
shape our emotions, direct our 
choices and our actions and 
provide the blueprint for the 
life we’re going to build. 

These choices and actions 
will determine whether 
our life is unhealthy 
or one of total 
health.

Session Thirteen - False Core Beliefs
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What do I believe?
God is Truth – He would have us believe the truth about 
ourselves, about others, about the world and universe around us 
and about Himself.

What do I believe about myself?

What do I believe about God?

Is my belief really true? Does it correspond to reality?

For you did not 
receive the spirit 
of bondage again 
to fear, but you 
received the Spirit 
of adoption by 
whom we cry out, 
“Abba, Father.” 
The Spirit Himself 
bears witness with 
our spirit that we 
are children of 
God, . . .

(Romans 8:15-16)

The fear of the LORD is clean, enduring forever; 
The judgments of the LORD are true and 
righteous altogether. More to be desired are they 
than gold, Yea, than much fine gold; Sweeter also 
than honey and the honeycomb. Moreover by 
them Your servant is warned, And in keeping them 
there is great reward.   (Psalms 19:9-11)
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Knowing the real you
My 9-year-old daughter, 
Stephanie, came home from 
gymnastics practice saying, 
“I don’t want to go there 
anymore!” She said that her 
coach gave a speech to the 
team about good nutrition, 
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Who are the influential “mirrors” in your life? What kind of mirrors are they? How have 
they shaped your view of yourself?  How does the teaching of Scripture impact your view 
of yourself?

concluding with, “Now some 
of you are fat!” The coach then 
proceeded to name Stephanie 
and three other young 
gymnasts (none of whom, by 
the way, were even the slightest 
bit overweight).

I described to Stephanie how 
people are like mirrors: some 
are very good mirrors – plate 
glass backed with silver – that 
reflect an accurate image of us; 
other mirrors are like the ones 
at the amusement park that 
greatly distort how we look. 
She recalled the mirrors she 
had stood before at a local park.

We discussed how we need 
to determine what kind of a 
mirror a person is when they 
say things about us or when 
they act toward us in a certain 
way. She concluded that her 
gymnastics coach was an 
amusement park mirror in this 
instance.

Is Christ your Lord and Savior?  Consider:
• You are an image-bearer -- created in the image of God.
• You are a child of God.
• You have a significant place in God’s plan.
• God’s Spirit indwells you and empowers you to do all 

that He calls you to do.



?
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About change
What do you desire to change about yourself?  Why do you want to change?  To what extent is 
change possible?  What is God’s role, and what is your role? 

How does God see you?  What is your worth, from His perspective?  If you have received 
God’s free gift of salvation, have you fully embraced the truth of God’s love and forgiveness?  
“For as high as the heavens are above the earth, so great is His love for those who fear Him; as far as the 
east is from the west, so far has He removed our sins from us.”   

What about yourself, your life, your personal history and your future are you grateful for?   

About self-acceptance

About gratitude and hope

Knowing the real you (continued)



 . . . being confident of this very thing, 
that He who has begun a good work 
in you will complete it until the day of 
Jesus Christ; 

(Philippians 1:6)
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